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RFC 5280 Update

• draft-cooper-pkix-rfc5280-clarifications-00.txt
• Changes encoding rules for explicitText field of userNotice policy qualifier:
  – SHOULD UTF8String, MAY IA5String VisibleString
  – Some mail list discussion on whether BMPString should be added as a "MAY":
    • SHOULD UTF8String, MAY IA5String VisibleString or BMPString
• Added clarification on processing of internationalized domain name labels in a domainComponent attribute.
RFC 5280 Implementation Report

• draft-cooper-pkix-rfc5280-impl-report-00.txt
• Needs to be updated to refer to draft-cooper-pkix-rfc5280-clarifications-xx.txt
• Some mail list discussion about lack of support for Section 7 internationalization rules